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ABSTRACT 
 

The analysis of temperature distribution on a car disc brake can be approached by 

considering the contact surface between disc and brake pads of a car when a car 

decelerating by applying braking force to the brake pedal. The braking force will be 

transferred from the brake pedal via brake fluid to the brake pads to generate the friction 

area between disc brake and brake pad. Heat flux, or frictional heat, will be produced at 

the frictional contact area by two mating parts with difference materials properties will 

decrease with time and it may result in increasing the temperature of the disc brake. On 

top of that, this may lead to false thermal elastic distortions and unrealistic contact 

conditions. The objective of this study is to investigate on temperature distribution in a 

car brake disc of small vehicle in the course of brake application. An analytical model 

will be used in this study for the determinations of the heat flux dissipated by the disc 

brake on the working surface. The three dimensional analysis using the finite element 

method is conducted for consecutively repeated brake application. The braking is done by 

two brake pads and the heating and cooling occur alternatively in the brake disc during 

the brake application. A severe repeated brake application is taken into account for the 

wheel load of 1.629 kN and the braking is applied from a speed of 120 km/h till to stop 

with a deceleration of 0.3g. After the first braking is completed, the vehicle is accelerated 

again and it takes 2 minutes which is considered as the cooling period before the next 

brake application is conducted. The temperature distributions within the brake disc for 

three times brake application are then plotted and discussed. It is found that the maximum 

temperature is obtained at the mid-time of brake application. 
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Ein

E

   heat energy enters to the system, kJ 

out  

g  gravitational acceleration, 9.81 m/s

heat energy leaves to the system, kJ 

U

2 

Tire  

V

initial velocity on tire, m/s 

Tire  

D   deceleration, in unit of g 

final velocity on tire, m/s 

a   acceleration, m/s

D

2 

Tire

D

   tire diameter, m 
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U∆

disc diameter, m 

  internal heat energy, kJ 

T  kinetic energy, kJ 

m  mass of the car, kg 

Bfront  

B

braking at front wheel 

rear  

v  velocity, m/s 

braking at rear wheel 

FFriction  

absorbQ∆

friction force, kN 

 heat absorbed, kJ 

21−q   heat flux from point 1 to point 2, unit of MW/m2 
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  thermal energy generation rate 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.0 Background of Study 

 

Thermal expansions and deformations of the mating parts in disc brakes result in loss in 

contact area [1] which will further increase the temperature. This may result in 

temperature flashes [2]. These flashes can cause the thermal cracking of gray cast iron 

disc and disintegration of friction material, which makes brake performance 

unpredictable, poor and ultimately leading to brake failure. Disc brakes respond reliably 

well even with higher energy loadings (MW/m 2) on friction pads with lesser distortions 

and thermal deformations. Hence with improved friction pad materials, disc brakes 

accept higher thermal loadings.  

 

Thus as part for checking brake performance variation with high thermal loadings, 

analysis for transient disc temperature is needed. During braking major share of heat 

energy (about 95%) is dissipated through brake disc while rest of it goes into brake 

pads. This major heat energy diffuses through conduction within the disc is dissipated 

by convection and radiation from the outer surfaces of disc. Temperatures within the 

disc are transient in nature and are difficult to log correctly and immediately through 

conventional methods. The performance of the brake depends mainly on the brake pad 

material and its behaviour. 

 

The behaviour of the brake pad is depends on speed, normal and drag load pressure and 

temperature at which it is rubbing with the disc. The heat generated during the severe 

brake application rises at the disc/pad interface temperature and this temperature rise 
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may vary the pad performance. Generally, this may result in variation of coefficient of 

friction of the brake pad and thus in fade of the pad. (The fade in a brake is defined as 

the drop in the output torque for the given constant input). In view of the smaller size of 

the wheels and consequential larger dissipation rates of the energy in brake system, it is 

essential to know the peak temperatures attained during repeated cycles to make sure of 

the positive braking action. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 

Temperatures rising and thermal stresses which occurred in a car disc brake during 

braking may cause undesirable effects on the material of the disc that eventually lead to 

the over heated disc brake and initiation of a crack. These effects are small for a small 

car, but they can cause big impact especially when the car is moving. The predominant 

trend in the development of vehicles nowadays is toward to higher vehicle speed and a 

heavier load, which considerably increases the energy, required stopping the vehicle. 

The maximum heat is created and few amount of heat be able to be dissipated by the 

disc brake system.  

 

1.2 Significant of the Study 

 

The study of temperature distribution in a car disc brake is preliminary stage toward 

further study on initiation of crack occurred at disc brake surface due to excessive 

thermal stress. The weakness of the brake is due to material failure which might cause 

fatal to the car passenger and the driver as well. The design of the disc brake should be 

optimized and therefore, it appears to be very important to examine the transient 

temperature distribution in the disc brake to acknowledge the significant points of brake 

for improvement. 
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1.3 Objectives  

 

The objectives of this project are as stated below.   

• To investigate the temperature distribution of a car disc brake 

• To analyse and simulate the temperature distribution on a car disc brake 

consecutively during periodical brake applications. 

 

1.4  Scope of study 

 

A type of brake pad and disc are considered to be analyzed in this study. The disc brake 

undergoes heating and cooling during the brake application, which figured as clock 

mechanism as shown at the Figure 1.1. The transient temperature in the brake disc will 

be analyzed under the three severe braking conditions, which means the brake is applied 

when the car is in its maximum load, specific speed and subjected to high deceleration. 

Although, it assumed that the frictional heat created at the contact region is constant and 

equal along the surface.  

 
Figure 1.1: Clock Mechanism heating and cooling 

 

Several parameters are set to define these three severe braking conditions and as stated 

in Table 1.1. Also, a specific disc material is selected for this analysis that is Gray Cast 

Iron A48 Class 40. The thermal properties of this material are: 
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• Specific heat, Cp    = 550 J/kg o

• Thermal conductivity, k  = 51 W/m 

C 
o

• Density, ρ     = 7114 kg/m

C 

• Film coefficient of convection = 50 W/m 

3 
o

 

Table 1.1: Considerable parameter of a car disc brake analysis 

C 

Parameter Value 

Car initial velocity at tire, U 120 km/h or 33.333 m/s Tire 

Car final velocity at tire, V 0 km/h or 0 m/s Tire 

Car initial velocity at disc, U 46.73 km/h or 12.981 m/s Disc 

Car final velocity at disc, V 0 km/h or 0 m/s Disc 

Car constant deceleration, a (or d) 0.3g or 2.943 m/s2 

Average passager mass, m 75 kg per person P 

Average luggage mass, m 100 kg L 

Car total mass including 5 passengers at front 

tire (60% at front), m

0.5535 tons or 553.5 kg per tire 

Total  

tire diameter, D 0.5752 m (tyre size: 175/70 R13) tyre 

Average rubbing diameter, D 0.1825 m friction 

Pad or contact area angle, Ө 60 degrees 

Pad width, W 0.0171 m pad 

Pad contact area, Afriction 0.004 m  2 

 

Analysis is come out with three different braking cases or conditions. Generally, the 

simulation of heat distribution is done on the contact disc and pad as described in Figure 

1.1 while the contact surface area is as equal as friction area of the disc for all braking 

conditions. Then, different heat fluxes from the calculation are applied to the friction 

surface according to the car speed and deceleration for the first condition. When the car 

meets the final velocity of analysis, the brake is unclamped or released to let the disc 
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cool naturally in three minutes and this lies to the second condition. Third condition is 

second braking force is applied when car at the speed of 120km/h to stop. Fourth 

condition is the same as the second condition when the disc is cooled naturally. Last but 

not least, the final condition is to stop the car from the speed of 120km/h at 0.3g 

deceleration. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.0 Concept of Energy Conversion during Braking 

 

Heat, friction and mechanical combination are the factors that every of vehicle depend 

on, in order to get it moving and stop from moving. In order to get the vehicles moving, 

the heart of  the vehicle which is the engine will generates heat energy in the 

combustion chamber where the heat energy being converted into mechanical energy to 

the power-train and transmitted to the tire via the axles. Although these energies are 

fundamental to the vehicle faction, friction resistance will be the final issue where the 

tires and road interfaced mutually and generate traction to accelerate the vehicle. The 

more traction is produced; the enhanced grip on the road surface we can get.  

 

When the heat energy is converted into mechanical energy, the mechanical energy will 

returned to heat energy during the vehicle condition is moving to stop. Heat energy to 

stop the vehicle is achieved when two area between brake pads and disc are in contact. 

When the brake pedal was pushed or pressed, the pressure will develop in the hydraulic 

or air brake system which means the brake pad is pushed by the piston cylinder in the 

brake calliper adjacent to the both disc surface. The contact between to surfaces will 

produce the heat Friction which then it will convert from mechanical energy into the 

heat energy. Consequently it will result to slowing down the vehicle. Heat generated by 

two mating surfaces will be absorbed by the disc and as well as the brake pads. About 

95% of heat produced will be transferred immediately to the disc brake and the 

remaining is transferred to the brake components. The Transferred heat will then 

dissipated into the environment, as a result cooling the disc and brake components.  
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The theory of energy conversion in a control volume has been proven through this 

phenomenon. The heat energy enters and leaves during the control volume surface, will 

denoted as Ein and Eout

0=− outin EE

. Therefore, the inflow and outflow terms are related wholly with 

the processes taking place at the control surface are proportional to the surface area. 

There are stated heat transfer condition involved in energy inflow and outflow are 

conduction and convection as described in Figure 2.1. The general form of energy 

conservation expressed at any instant time within the time interval ∆t as:     

 

      (1) 

 

 In this research, assumption has been made where no thermal energy is produced and 

stored inside the control volume. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Heat balance in a brake disc during 

         the brake application 
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2.1 Car and Disc Brake Dynamic Theory   

 

2.1.1  Equation of Rigid Body Rectilinear Motion 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Free body diagram of a vehicle during braking 

 

In view of the car is move at initial speed of UTire, and attain to the final speed of VTire

atuv +=

 

after braking force applied. The car will become slower at constant deceleration, D or a, 

according to the uniform braking force applied on the brake pedal as shown on Figure 

2.2. Therefore, the relationship of velocity and acceleration of the car in linear motion 

can be defined as  

                                           (2) 

or  

( )0
22 2 ssauv −+=                             (3) 

     

Where;  v = final velocity (m/s) 

 u = initial velocity (m/s) 

 t = time (s) 

     s = distance (m) 

 

According to this relation equation, we can find or determine the time taken between 

two velocities and acceleration. In addition, the distance travelled by the car while 

changing the velocity can be calculated as well as from the equation (2). In order to get  
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Figure 2.3: Velocity analysis diagram 

 

the actual tangential velocity of disc which is proportional to the tire velocity, the 

diameter of the tire, DTire and the disc, DDisc are required as well as the brake pad angle. 

Regarding to these parameters, the tangential velocity of the disc can be find using 

trigonometry concept when the radius of the tire and disc are known as well as pad 

angle refer to Figure 2.3.  

 

2.1.2  Equation of Rigid Body Motion about a Fixed Axis 

 

Disc brake is revolving about a fixed axis which at the midpoint of the tire diameter. 

The pads are actually static in the pad mounting at a brake calliper. In this research, the 

pads are considered rotate along a fixed axis at both disc sides. Otherwise, the disc brake 

in this study is assumed to be fixed or not move. The pads are move from one point to 

another point and this movement is carry on until the car is reached to the final stopping 

velocity, VTire

ωrv =

. Those points are shown in Figure 2.3. Assuming the tangent velocity, v at 

outer point of car tire is equal to car speed and the deceleration is also equal to tangent 

deceleration, D or a, of that point. Then, the initial angular velocity, ω and the constant 

angular deceleration, α of the disc brake can be figure out using the equations below; 

 

                                        (4) 

αra =                                            (5) 
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Where; r = tire outer radius (m) 

   ω = initial angular velocity (rad/s), 

 α = angular deceleration (rad/s2) 

 

Throughout braking application, the angular velocity of the car will reduce as well as the 

angular velocity of the disc at constant angular deceleration, D or a as the pads moves 

from point 1 to point 2 as described in Figure 2.4.The angular velocity of disc at the next 

point, ω2, can be determined using plug in the values of angular velocity at the point 

before, constant angular deceleration and angular displacement of the pads, Ө = 600

( )0
2

1
2

2 2 θθαωω −+=

, 

into the equation below;  

                             (6) 

 

Where;  ω = angular velocity of pad movement (rad/s) 

α = angular deceleration (rad/s2

t∆+= αωω 12

) 

  Ө = angular displacement (radian) 

 

The following are been using in order to find the time interval of each brake pads 

movement; 

                            (7) 

   Where; t∆ = time interval (s) 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Direction of pads movement from 1 to 2  
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2.2 Braking Work and Energy Theory 

 

2.2.1  The Work of a Constant Force along a Straight Line 

 

A force, F, perform work on a particle only when the particle undergoes a displacement. 

Same thing occur to the moving car when the car need to stop or slow down it speed, a 

force is required might constant. Besides that, in opposite direction of the car, the 

movement turn into slower and decelerates at constant rate until it is reach to the 

required speed or velocity. Work of force is define as  

 

( )1221 cos ssFU c −=− θ                            (8) 

 

  Where; U = work done (J),  

F = constant force magnitude (N) 

   Ө = force direction (degree)  

s = distance (m) 

 

In this case, the grade is 0% which means the car assumed to move laterally. Therefore, 

Ө is 0 since force is acting on same direction as car movement which is in the horizontal 

direction. The initial distance, s1

TFsU ==∆

 is also 0. So, the equation is simplified to  

 

                                        (9) 

    

When the car is moving, the kinetic energy, T, will be store on the tires. Kinetic energy 

terms are defined as; 

T = ½ mv2                          (10) 

 

  Where; m = mass of the car (kg),  
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v = velocity or speed of the car (m/s) 

   

This term is always in positive scalar. Theoretically, initial kinetic energy of the object 

adding with the work done by all the forces acting on the object as it moves from initial 

to the final position is equal to the final kinetic energy, T, of the object. It often 

represent in the form; 

 

∑ =+ − 2211 TUT                                     (11) 

 

2.2.2  Work of Friction Caused by Sliding pads 

 

Assuming that the value of force needed to brake the car when its moving horizontally is 

equal to total frictional force required in all applied disc brakes. Generally, the ratio of 

the braking force between front and rear wheels is not the same. For a typical car, front 

tires requires 60% of braking force and rear tires requires the remaining of the braking 

force is about 40%. Also, assume that the deceleration force is equally distributed to 4 

tires. Then, the frictional force required by one disc brake is; 

 

s
mvFF carfriction 2

2/1
2

==                                  12) 

 

Where; m = load mass (kg), 

  v  = velocity (m/s),  

s  = distance (m) 

 

Brake force at front tires as shown in  Figure 2.5 is higher to the rear tires because due 

to the weight transfer during the braking condition and the static load at the front tires 

which is the load at the front compartment (side) is 60% higher compared to the rear 

compartment.  
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Figure 2.5: Axle layout of disc brake when Brake force applied 

 

Therefore, the load for single front tire is distributed about 30% of the total 60% of front 

tires load each. Due to the high concentrated load, the front brake disc will undergo the 

more severe temperature distribution compared to the rear. Therefore, the frictional 

forces at a front tire equation as below; 

 

FFfriction 3.0=                  (13) 

 

Since there is force acting on that point and it is moving in certain distance, work is 

done and the work of friction caused by sliding. Assuming that the generation of heat 

energy, U, is equal to friction work, but there is only 95% of heat energy will be 

absorbed by the disc brake. So, the heat energy absorbed, Q, due to friction from point 1 

to 2 is  

TsFUQ frictionfrictionabsorb 95.095.095.0 21 ==∆=∆ −                      (14) 

 

  Where; absorbQ∆  = heat energy absorbed (kJ) 

   frictionU = heat energy (kJ) 

   21−sFfriction = friction work (Nm) 

     T = Kinetic energy (kJ) 
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Assume that the heat energy generated is equal to kinetic energy and only 95% of heat 

energy is absorbed by the disc. In this study, we can see that there are 2 surfaces are as 

frictional surface because of the clamping forces to the brake pads. As a result, the heat 

absorbed need to be divided to two. Therefore, the heat flux, 21−q , applied to disc 

surface from point 1 to 2 is  

 









∆
∆

=
−

−
shoe

absorb

At
Q

q
21

21 2
95.0                                            (15) 

 2.2.3  

Consider a homogeneous medium within which there is no bulk motion (advection) and 

the temperature distribution T(x,y,z) is expressed in Cartesian coordinates. If there are 

temperature gradients, conduction heat transfer will occur across each of the control 

Clamping force 

The clamping force of a caliper in pounds is the brake line pressure multiplied by the 

total piston area of the caliper in a fixed caliper and two times the total piston area in a 

floating design. To increase the clamping force it is necessary to either increase the line 

pressure or the piston area. Increasing the pad area or the coefficient of friction will not 

increase clamping force. What does this mean is that your clamping force of your 

caliper and brake subsystems has nothing to do with pad design or makeup nor does it 

have anything to do with the type of disc used. 

2.3 Heat Diffusion Equation 

 

A major objective in a conduction analysis is to determine the temperature field in a 

medium. That is, it is wished to know the temperature distribution, which represents 

how temperature varies with position in the medium. One this distribution is known, the 

conduction heat flux at any point in the medium or on its surface may be computed from 

Fourier’s Law.  

 

2.3.1     Cartesian Coordinates 
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surfaces as shown in Figure 2.6. The conduction heat rates at the opposite surfaces can 

then be expressed as a Taylor series expansion where,  

 

dx
x

q
qq y

xdxx ∂

∂
+=+

          (16.a) 

dy
y

q
qq y

ydyy ∂

∂
+=+

          (16.b) 

dx
x
qqq z

zdzz ∂
∂

+=+
          (16.c) 

 

 
Figure 2.6: Differential control volume for conduction  

analysis in Cartesian Coordinates 
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Figure 2.7: Differential control volume for conduction 

 analysis in Cylindrical coordinates 

 

In words, Eq. (16) simply states that the x component of the heat transfer rate at x+dx is 

equal to the value of this component at x plus the amount by which it changes with 

respect to x time to dx. Within the medium, there may also be energy generation term 

represented by 

dxdydzqE
••

=                                          (17) 

 

In addition, there changes may occur in amount of internal thermal energy stored. If the 

material not experiencing phase change, latent energy effects are not pertinent, then 

energy storage term expressed by 

 

dxdydz
t
TcE p ∂
∂

=
•

ρ
                                        (18) 

 

On the rate basis, the general form of conservation of energy requirement is 

 
••••

=−+ stoutgin EEEE                                               (19) 
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Substituting all Eq. (16), Eq. (17) and Eq. (18) into Eq. (19),  

 

dxdydz
t
Tcdxdydzqdz

z
qdy

y
q

dx
x

q
p

zyx

∂
∂

=+
∂
∂

−
∂

∂
−

∂
∂

−
•

ρ
               (20) 

 

Evaluating from Fourier’s Law, the final equation is formed 

 

t
Tcq

t
Tk

zt
Tk

yt
Tk

x p ∂
∂

=+







∂
∂

∂
∂

+







∂
∂

∂
∂

+







∂
∂

∂
∂ •

ρ
                 (21) 

 

Eq. (21) is the general form, in Cartesian coordinates, of heat diffusion equation. This 

equation provides a basic tool for heat conduction analysis. From its solution, the 

temperature distribution T(x,y,z) as a function of time can be obtained. In word, it states 

that at any point in the medium the rate of energy transfer by conduction into a unit 

volume plus the volumetric rate of thermal energy generation must equal the rate of 

change of thermal energy stored within the volume.  

 

2.3.2     Cylindrical Coordinates 

 

The general form of the heat flux vector of Fourier’s Law in cylindrical coordinates 

expressed as 
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Applying an energy balance to the differential control volume in Figure 2.7, the 

following general form heat equation is obtained 
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2.3.3 Adiabatic process 

In thermodynamics, an adiabatic process or an isocaloric process is a thermodynamic 

process in which no heat is transferred to or from the working fluid. The term 

"adiabatic" literally means impassable (from Greek, not-through-to pass), corresponding 

here to an absence of heat transfer. For example, an adiabatic boundary is a boundary 

that is impermeable to heat transfer and the system is said to be adiabatically (or 

thermally) insulated; an insulated wall approximates an adiabatic boundary. Another 

example is the adiabatic flame temperature, which is the temperature that would be 

achieved by a flame in the absence of heat loss to the surroundings. An adiabatic 

process that is reversible is also called an isentropic process. Additionally, an adiabatic 

process that is irreversible and extracts no work is in an isenthalpic process, such as 

viscous drag, progressing towards a nonnegative change in entropy. 

One opposite extreme allowing heat transfer with the surroundings, causing the 

temperature to remain constant is known as an isothermal process. Since temperature is 

thermodynamically conjugate to entropy, the isothermal process is conjugate to the 

adiabatic process for reversible transformations. 

A transformation of a thermodynamic system can be considered adiabatic when it is 

quick enough that no significant heat is transferred between the system and the outside. 

At the opposite extreme, a transformation of a thermodynamic system can be considered 

isothermal if it is slow enough so that the system's temperature remains constant by heat 

exchange with the outside. 

 2.3.4 Convection  

Convection is one of only three heat transfer mechanisms. Conduction and radiation are 

the other two. Convection is the transfer of heat by fluid flow. Air can be considered to 

be a fluid in a thermal model of a brake system when it is moving and is contact with the 

heated surfaces of the disc or drum. In the case of a solid disc the air moving over the 

surface of the disc is a very random and turbulent, but still function to provide some 

cooling. In the case of a ventilated disc, by the pressure of a forced air duct or by 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamics�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_process�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_process�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_process�
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adiabatic_flame_temperature�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reversible_process_%28thermodynamics%29�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isentropic_process�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isenthalpic�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isothermal_process�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjugate_variables_%28thermodynamics%29�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy�
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induced flow that is a result of the centrifugal acceleration of the air already in the vent 

of a rotating disc, air flows through the vents. The air absorbs thermal energy along the 

vent path. In this way, the heat generated by the braking system of an automobile is 

transferred to the moving air stream and away from the brake disc. 

 

As far as cross drilled rotors go, the advent of carbon metallic friction materials with 

their increased temperatures and thermal shock characteristics ended the day of the 

drilled disc in professional racing. They are still seen (mainly as cosmetic items) on 

motorbikes and some road going sports cars. Typically in original equipment road car 

applications these holes are cast then finished machined to provide the best possible 

conditions by which to resist cracking in use. Properly designed, drilled discs tend to 

operate cooler than non-drilled ventilated discs of the same design due the higher flow 

rates through the vents from the supplemental inlets and increased surface area in the 

hole. That's right, inlets, the flow is into the hole and out through the vent to the OD of 

the disc. If discs are to be drilled, the external edges of the holes must be chamfered (or, 

better yet, radiused) and should also be peened. 

2.4 Finite Element Method 

A finite element is a discrete spatial region that is a subdivision of a continuum. A finite 

element method (FEM) is a mathematical procedure for satisfying a partial differential 

equation in an average sense over a finite element. Various methods exist. All of them 

require that an integral representation of a partial differential equation be constructed. 

Classical finite element methods for structural mechanics are based on variation 

principles. Variation principles also apply to steady-state diffusion and conduction 

processes. However, for transient diffusion and conduction and for convective transfer 

processes, it is necessary to use more general procedures, such as a method of weighted 

residuals.  

A physical problem solution by a finite element method follows a well-defined 

sequential process. At first, the physical region is discretized into elements. The number, 

type and allocation of elements are often a matter of judgment. Second, interpolation or 
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shape functions are selected for the elements. The interpolation functions represent the 

assumed form of spatial solution in the elements and are related to the number of nodes 

in the elements. Third, the matrix equations for an individual element are formulated 

using integral statement for the element as a guide. Fourth, the matrix equations for the 

overall system, consisting of all elements are assembled. Finally, global equations that 

are of the same form as the element equations but are of larger dimension are solved. 

 

Figure 2.8 shows the finite element model of disc brake with boundary conditions. The 

inner radius, outer radius, thickness and ventilation thickness of a disc are 0.0705, 0.112, 

0.007 and 0.003 m, respectively. The thickness of a pad is 0.010 m. The hydraulic 

pressure is applied to the boundary along the radius of the piston side pad and the 

immobility condition in the axial direction is applied to the boundary along the radius of 

the finger side. 

 

The heat finite element model of disc brakes with boundary conditions is shown in   

Figure 2.9. The convective boundary conditions are imposed on all boundaries to 

consider more realistic heat conditions. The initial temperature is T0 = 30 ◦C in this 

study. 
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Figure 2.8: Finite element model for the transient temperature analysis 

 

 
Figure 2.9: Heat finite element models for the transient temperature analysis 

 

2.4.1 Practical Implementation 

 

A wide variety of finite elements can be employed, along with different interpolation 

and weighting functions, spatial distribution of elements and element dimensions 

according to the inherent flexibility in FEM. Different approaches can be used to 

generate, assemble and solve governing system of algebraic equations. The results 

obtained are stored and processed using interpolation functions to obtain the desired 

field variables and relevant derived quantities in the form of graphs, tables, and 

correlating equations.  

While the preceding aspects give rise to considerable flexibility and versatility in FEM 

solutions, they also make it desirable to use available software, whenever possible, to 

simplify code development for the practical implementation of the method. A typical 

finite element program consists of the following 3 main parts: 

1. Preprocessor. At this point, the input data, pertaining to the geometry and 

dimensions of the computational domain, boundary conditions, governing 
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differential equations, and finite element mesh, are read. The type, number, 

dimensions and coordinates of the elements are read or generated. Information 

on the interpolation and weighting functions is also read or generated. The input 

data may be printed and the mesh plotted to show coverage of the computational 

region. 

2. Processor. This is main, or central, portion of the program. Here, the element 

coefficient matrices and column vectors are determined. The boundary 

conditions are numerically imposed. The element equations are assembled. The 

system of algebraic equations is solved to yield the values of the various field 

variables such as temperature, pressure and concentration at the nodes. 

3. Postprocessor. When the field variables are obtained at the nodes, the results at 

points other than the nodes are computed by using interpolation function and the 

available value at the nodes. Derived variables and quantities, such as stream 

function, heat transfer rate, heat transfer coefficient, as needed, are obtained 

from the calculated variables. The output data are then processed to present the 

results in desired format like graphs and contour plots.  

 

2.4.2 Finite Element in ANSYS 

 

SOLID90 is a higher order version of the 3-D eight node thermal element (SOLID70). 

Each element has twenty nodes with a single degree of freedom, temperature, at each 

node. The twenty node elements have compatible temperature shapes and are well suited 

to model curved boundaries. The twenty node thermal element is applicable to a 3-D, 

steady-state or transient thermal analysis. 

 

The geometry, node locations, and the coordinate system for this element are shown in 

Figure 2.10: "SOLID90 Geometry". The element is defined by 20 node points and the 

material properties. A prism-shaped element may be formed by defining duplicate K, L, 

and S; A and B; and O, P, and W node numbers. A tetrahedral-shaped element and a 

pyramid-shaped element may also be formed.  
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Figure 2.10: "SOLID90 Geometry"  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 
 

3.0 Procedure Identification 

 
Figure 3.1: Project phases or flow chart
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3.1 Literature Review 

 

In order to understand further about the problem that going to be study, some literature 

review has been done. Most of the information is come from the book and discussion 

with the supervisor and knowledge full friends. Otherwise, to touch up the unclear 

information other sources has been use such as journal. In addition, few of information 

are taking from the internet sources or internet search engine.  

 

3.2 Data Gathering 

 

The data of the disc brake and brake pads specification has been found from the parts 

itself. First of all, the car specification data has been tabulated into Table 3.1 and the car 

considerable parameter is tabulated inside Table 1.1. By taking a typical disc brake and 

brake pad used by one of the national car as shown on Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. 

Determination of the measurement can be found by using reverse engineering process. 

The specific measurement of both items has been taken using vernier calliper and all the 

reading has been written down into table form as described on Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. 

All the readings are in millimetres (mm) and few in inches (inch) unit but its still need to 

be converted to millimetres unit. 

 

Table 3.1: specification data for a typical car 
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    Figure 3.2: Picture of ventilated disc          Figure 3.3: Picture of brake pads       

(sample of study) 

 

Table 3.2: Parameters and measurement of typical disc brake 

 
 

Table 3.3: Parameters and measurement of typical brake pad 

 
 

The braking parameters to be justified of severe braking conditions are getting from the 

discussion with the supervisor. The data or parameters involved for these conditions 

analysis such as the initial velocity, U, of the car, final velocity, V, of the car, cooling 
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time of the disc brake, car deceleration and etc. By having all the basic parameters, the 

other subs parameters can be determine by plug it into the related formulas. The sub 

parameters are such as time interval for car to decelerate, angular velocity of the car and 

etc.  

 

3.3 Simulation Input Calculation 

 

The kinematics movement of the disc brake during braking is analyzed to identify 

several important subjects such as total time taken to stop, total distance taken to stop, 

total pad movement, angular deceleration, angular velocity, time interval of each pad 

movement, heat flux and total heat energy absorbed by disc. The calculation of each 

subject is performed at each pad movement, which is from one edge to another edge 

with displacement of 60 degree. Several assumptions are made to perform the 

calculation: 

• Disc is in stationary while the brake disc is rotating in counter-clockwise 

direction 

• Brake distribution is 60% on front, 40% on rear  

• Force distributed on one brake disc in is equal the total frictional force applied 

on rubbing surface and  

• Kinetics energy is 100% converted to heat energy and only 95% of heat is 

absorbed by the disc and the rest 5% is absorbed by pad  

In calculation procedures, first of all the total braking time and distance taken to stop the 

car is identified from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respectively. From it, the value of angular 

deceleration is obtained from Eq. (5) and then, the pad angular velocity for each 

instantaneous movement is calculated using Eq. (6) by knowing the constant angular 

deceleration and angular displacement. Next, the time interval of each movement is 

determined in Eq. (7). The total force required to brake the car is determined through 

Eq. (12). Then, the maximum frictional force exerted on rubbing surface is calculated 

using Eq. (13) due to the weight transfer ratio and from that amount of heat energy 

absorbed by the disc at that particular time is calculated using Eq. (14). Finally, the 
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amount of heat flux applied for each pad movement is obtained by computed it using 

Eq. (15). The value of heat flux and accumulative time interval of each pad movement 

obtained will be as an input in ANSYS solution. All of the calculation is automatically 

done by Microsoft Excel by programming particular equation. Next, the graphs of 

calculated subjects are plotted against time to observe the value changes along the 

braking period.     

 

3.4 Modeling Process 

 

3.4.1 Using ANSYS V.9 

 

Modelled of 3-dimensional disc are done in ANSYS environment in accordance to 

actual dimension obtained from actual disc measurement. Before that one assumption is 

made which is the temperature rise will be same if disc is assumed axisymmetric 

according to the same brake pressure applied. Therefore, modelling will be done for one 

side of disc brake only as shown in Figure 3.4. First of all, the 2-dimensional disc cross-

sectional profile is drawn and area is created within the combination of lines. Next, 

these areas are revolved with 6 volume divisions and about a fixed axis which is located 

at center of the disc brake as described in Figure 3.5. The explanation of dividing the 

volume into 6 sections is that the pad can make a contact on surface of 60 degrees angle 

and leave none contact angle at 300 degrees angle. Thus, one contact region consists of 

one section of disc where as each section is 60 degree angle as shown in Figure 3.6. 

Every movement of the disc, the contact region would change according to the current 

location of the brake pad. Heat flux will be applied on these sections and no thermal 

load is applied on remaining sections. At the disc ventilation cut areas, adiabatic 

condition is applied which mean no heat transfer in and out occurs during the braking 

and acceleration.  
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Figure 3.4: Three-dimensional model of disc brake with cutting 

 sections of ventilated wall  

 

  
(a)      (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 3.5: Picture of disc volume modelling in ANSYS, (a) Top View, (b) Bottom 

View, (c) Isometric View 
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Figure 3.6: Sections highlighted represent pad contact area where heat flux is applied 

 

Since the simulation is done in 3-dimensional model, SOLID90 is chosen as the element 

type. Main degree of freedom in this study is temperature. In that case, the model is 

meshed using wedged cubic as element shape. Element length appropriately is identified 

using try and error method until it provides best and most consistent meshed shape. This 

process is give big significant since the element shape also contribute to the accuracy of 

the simulation result. Finally, it is come out with very fine length element determined by 

the software and the software gave the best mesh for model volume which is shown in 

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.    
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Figure 3.7: Mashed pattern on the surface volume of the disc brake 

 

 
 

Figure 3.8: Mashed pattern at a closer view 
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3.5 Simulation Solving 

 

The material properties are defined after the model is completed. Full transient analysis 

is selected with the initial disc temperature, T0, of 30o

• Thermal properties are invariant with temperature  

C. In applying the thermal load to 

the model, it is assumed that: 

• Coefficient of friction remains constant during braking  

• Heat flux applied is constant along the contact surface 

• Film coefficient of convection is remains constant at all time. 

• Result obtain will be the same for the other half of disc brake 

Different amount of heat flux and surface location is applied for each brake pad 

movement. Therefore, to simulate different thermal values and applied areas, load step 

definition is used which represent the brake pad movement. Each load step will be 

solved subsequently without resetting the previous result. In other word, once a load 

step is solves, ANSYS will continue solves next load step by refers to previous result as 

initial condition and applies the load in current load step. For each load step, the value 

of heat flux is taken from the result of kinematics and energy calculation performed in 

Microsoft Excel.  

However, the applied areas are determined by reselecting the contact surface for current 

brake pad contact position. This step is repeated until total 95 of 60 degree brake pad 

movement when the disc angular velocity is reached zero. For each load step, time step 

needed to be set. The time step will limit the solution time in time interval defined for 

each brake pad movement. Since ANSYS used explicit to implicit solution, appropriate 

time step should be calculated for stability criterion. 

 

3.6  Obtaining the Simulation Result 

 

Result of temperature developed and distribution is observed when simulation is done. 

There are 2 ways of observing the result, which are read it on disc surface and inside the 
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disc volume. For temperature on disc surface, the value can be directly obtained from 

the 3D model. However, for temperature inside the disc volume, the disc is cut-cross to 

see the inner side. The cut section is illustrated in Figure 3.9. All the required result data 

obtained is tabulated and necessary graphs are plotted for better understanding of the 

study. Since the ventilated disc have same size of contact area, therefore the result 

obtain is same like the other side and this condition is called axisymmetric analysis. 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.9: Disc cut section displayed in red lines (a) and  

(b) Closer view of disc cut section  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.0 Dynamic and Energy calculation Analysis 

 

Analysis of dynamic and energy calculation of a disc brake is done. Therefore, the 

dynamic behaviour of the disc brake and brake pads can be seen during the braking 

applications at periodical braking condition. Total time of kinetic energy is converted to 

heat energy during brake application until the car is fully stopped is about 4.4107 

seconds. Regarding to the calculation analysis, there was found that the total number of 

brake pad movement at both sides is 95 simultaneously in order to get the car fully 

stopped. Therefore, graphs consist of total number of pad movements against time can 

be plotted. By looking at the Figure 4.1, shown the angular velocity is decreasing 

against time linearly from 45 rad/s to 0 rad/s. This is occurred because of the constant 

deceleration at lateral direction is assumed during braking application as much as 0.3g. 

 
Figure 4.1:  Graph of angular velocity against time
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Thus, from the result of disc brake velocity, the amount of heat energy generated due to 

kinetic energy of the car is computed. Therefore, until 4.4107 seconds, the total amount 

of heat absorbed by disc brake of a car during 1st, 2nd and 3rd braking conditions is 

about 44.28kJ each. The total mount of heat generated during the braking application is 

remain constant because of the constant deceleration has been assumed during the 

braking and constant speed reduction from 120 km/h to 0 km/h are taken into account. 

From Figure 4.2 shows that, the graph of heat energy absorbed in the disc brake is 

exponential curve graph for these three braking applications. The lines for three braking 

conditions are lies on the same curve line because of same amount of heat energy 

absorbed during brake application according to the theory. Therefore, the different of 

these three conditions can be observe in the temperature analysis or graph when cooling 

process is apply during the acceleration.   

 

Therefore, no matter how many times the brake was applied, the total heat amount will 

remain the same due to the constant deceleration of the car. Meanwhile, the curve of 

heat energy graph is become leaner is because of every time, when the car is likely 

slowing down at the desired velocity, the rotational velocity is reduced and it will lower 

the frictional heat generated. When heat generated is lower, the amount of heat transfer 

to the environment will increase in order to cool down the disc called cooling process. 

Hence, the less heat energy will absorb, the leaner of the heat energy of the graph will 

be constructed. 

 
Figure 4.2:  Graph of heat energy against time 
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4.1 Temperature Development 

 

Frictional heat created will result in temperature rise on the rubbing surface. At one 

point, it is subjected to heating and cooling alternately since the cooling is occurred 

there when the car start to accelerate after first and second brake applications. First of 

all, 1 node is selected at disc brake cross-section view to investigate the temperature 

development along 3 braking period as illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

 

The maximum frictional heat flux generated during three brake applications at one 

friction contact area is 2.5043 MW/m2. However, the value of heat flux is decreasing at 

throughout the time as shown in Figure 4.3. The heat flux is defined in term of time and 

it was depends on rotational deceleration rate. Therefore, the car was assumed to be 

constant deceleration and result to the constant angular deceleration of the disc brake. 

Hence, the heat flux created will decreasing at constant rate. The higher time interval for 

the car to decelerate, the lower heat flux will be created. The operation ambient 

temperature of 30oC and the coefficient of convection considered is 50 W/m2.K based 

on reference from experimental data source. 

 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 4.3: Point A on disc brake at figure (a) and (b) shown  

where the rubbing surface are occurs. 

           

 

 
 

Figure 4.4: Graph of heat flux against time 
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Figure 4.5: Time history temperature along 3 braking periods 

 

Therefore, the result of temperature develop is presented at Figure 4.5. It has shown that 

temperature at node A where is located on the rubbing surface rise dramatically from the 

initial temperature of 46o

The peak temperature is obtained at 2.50 second with value of 354

C. The temperature increases is in fluctuating manner since the 

heating and cooling occur alternately due to the pad movement on the disc. Whenever 

the pad is rubbing at one surface node, heat flux is occurred in direction from pad to disc 

surface and then it will rise the temperature of the disc. While the pad is not makes 

contact, the node is cooled and resulting to temperature drop.  

oC. After 1.90 second, 

the temperature will drop back to the final temperature of 333oC at the end of first 

braking application. When the car was stopped at first brake application, in few seconds 

the car is required to accelerate about 2 minutes in order to reach the experimental 

velocity at 120 km/h same as first attempt. During acceleration, cooling is occurred on 
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the disc brake as a result of the initial disc temperature is slightly lower compared to the 

end of first brake application. The initial temperature for the second brake application is 

about 204oC.  

The peak temperature for second brake application shown occurs at 2.50 second and the 

temperature is 394oC exactly at the same time of first brake application. Similar thing 

happened on this 2nd application where as the temperature at the end of brake 

application was drop until 373oC due to the decreasing in velocity. The heating and 

cooling fluctuation is occurs alternately and it is because of the pad movement on the 

different disc surface section. The free contact disc surface will experience the cooling 

process but the friction surface will get the heat flux from the brake pad due to the 

braking force applied on the brake pedal. 

Same goes to the third brake application, when the car reach the experimental velocity at 

120 km/h, the initial disc temperature was dropped until 244oC due to the cooling occur 

when the accelerate. The maximum temperature for this braking condition is 433oC at 

2.49 second. The temperature is dropped slowly until 413oC at the end of 3rd brake 

application due to the elimination of velocity of the car.  When velocity is decreasing, 

the heat flux will decrease alternately.  

For node B, C and D, their highest temperature is 308oC, 92oC and 50oC respectively 

which all of them are reached at the end of braking (4.41 second) as shown at Figure 

4.7. However, Node D seems to have more capability to transfer the heat because all the 

heat is transferred via conduction and the location itself is within the ventilation area. 

While more heat is dissipated to ambient air via convection at non ventilation area of 

disc brake which is this method of transferring is less effective than conduction. As the 

result, temperature at node D becomes lower than temperature at non ventilation area 

due to fast and effective heat transfer. Node on top of ventilation area supposedly has 

the lowest temperature because it is located at the furthest thickness as it takes longest 

time for heat to be transferred there.      
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Figure 4.6: Time history temperature along  

nodes A, B, C and D 

 

4.2 Temperature Distribution 

 

Heat generated on the disc and brake pad contact surface is transferred throughout the 

disc body. In this case study, the disc brake material is assumed homogenous. Thus, the 

temperature is expected to be well distributed within the material. Several paths from 

one node to node are defined to investigate the temperature distribution at one disc 

brake cross-section. Paths are defined as below and each node is shown in Figure 4.7. 

• Path 1 (node 1 to 2) will represent the horizontal path along the friction surface 

where heating take place. 

• Path 2 (node 3 to 4) will represent the horizontal path along the outer disc 

surface in between the ventilation where convection for cooling take place.  

• Path 3 (node 5 to 6) represent the vertical path from friction surface to outer 

surface.  
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Figure 4.7: Nodes that defining the path  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.8: Temperature distribution along Path 1 (a) and (b) 

the trend line for path 1 for smoother lines 
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 (a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.9: Temperature distribution along Path 2 (a) and (b) 

the trend line path 2 for smoother lines 
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4.2.1 Temperature along Horizontal Path 

 

Path 1 and Path 2 is defined as horizontal paths. Temperature at the specific time is 

noted along these paths in order to investigate the temperature distribution on the 

horizontal direction which is at the disc and pad contact surface.  Figure 4.8 shows the 

temperature distribution along Path 1. This event shows that temperature distribution on 

the rubbing surface is affected by outer geometry of disc brake which can be see at both 

figures at (a). Using the trend line function we can see that the temperature remains 

constant along the path, since the material is assumed homogenous at Figure 4.8 (b). On 

the other hand, at distance of 0.4 meter,  

For Path 2, the temperature distribution is as shown in Figure 4.9. At the same 

thickness, the temperature is constant along the time (refer to Figure 4.9(b)). But, the 

thickness is increases due to location of ventilation parts. At greater thickness, the 

temperature rise of node is slower than the one at the lower thickness because more time 

is taken for heat to be transferred to the outer surface. As the result, the temperature 

starts to fluctuate slowly at certain distance and then rise back and repeat again until 

reach the distance of 0.40 meter. The cause of late temperature drop and rise is due to 

some of the heat is already transferred from hot to cool molecules slightly before the 

changes of geometry. However, the small differences of temperature fluctuation can be 

assumed constant as a straight line or constant at the specific thicknesses as described on 

Figure 4.9(b). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 4.10: Temperature distribution along Path 2 on graph (a) and  

(b)trend line path 3 for smoother line  
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4.2.2 Temperature along Vertical Path 

 

Path 3 is defined as vertical path. The temperature along these paths is investigated to 

observe its distribution from inner (rubbing surface) to outer surface (ventilation area) of 

the disc bake. The temperature distribution also is recorded at same specific time as in 

vertical path in path 3. From Figure 4.10, highest temperature for Path 3 is experienced 

at distance of inner surface at any time because at this point where the frictional heat 

flux application takes place. Then, the temperature is gradually drops as the thickness 

increase. The temperature is far lower at the end of the thickness because the rate of 

heating at rubbing surface is higher than faster the heat is been transferred. However, the 

extra thickness on the ventilation point promotes the disc with effective heat transfer via 

conduction. As a result, the temperature at ventilation is slightly lower than outer disc 

temperature at the same thickness. 

 

4.3 Temperature Contour 

 

In this case, the temperature contour is plotted according to the various braking times to 

observe in the temperature distribution in clearer view. The temperature contour on disc 

surface is shown in Figure 4.11. While the contours at disc brake cross-sectional area is 

shown in Figure 4.12. 

      
(a)                                                    (b) 
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       (c)                      (d) 

 
         (e) 

 
 

Figure 4.11:  Surface temperature contours at (a) 0.1415s, (b) 0.2878s,  

(c) 2.5476s, (d) 3.0497s and (e) 3.9472 s 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
Figure 4.12: Surface temperature contours at (a) 0.1415s, (b) 0.2878s,  

(c) 2.5476s, (d) 3.0497s and (e) 3.9472 s 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the theoretical and simulation investigations in this study, the following 

observations and conclusions are made:  

• The approximate time duration to stop the car under horrible braking condition is 

4.4107 s. At some stage in this time period, maximum temperature on disc 

rubbing surface may achieved up to 433oC by 2.49 s after braking started. 

However, at outer surface, maximum temperature reached at the end of braking 

with value of 413o

• The temperature rise at one point is going up and down alternately along braking 

period. At the early of braking, the heating gradient is higher than cooling 

gradient. But, after 2.50 s, the cooling gradient becomes higher than heating 

gradient. 

C.  

• The temperature is equally distributed along the heating line or rubbing surface 

at the end of the braking and it is due to the contact between brake pad and disc 

brake. At outer surface, the temperature also equally distributed along the line 

even it is fluctuate little due to the ventilation parts the temperature level will 

change as there is geometry variant with different thickness.  

• The temperature difference between inner and outer surface of disc decrease as 

the thermal conductivity is increase. 

• The temperature curve level increase as the heat capacity is decreasing. 

 

5.2 Recommendation 

The following recommendations are presented to further improve the understanding of  

Temperature rise and distribution in brake disc.
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• In the future, the experiment for observing the temperature development and its 

distribution should be conducted to validate the simulation results 

approximation. No data validation and comparison is made in this study due to 

no experimental data.  

• The analysis with thermal properties that varies with temperature, inconsistent 

brake pressure and coefficient of friction and thermoelastic instability 

consideration may be useful to improve the approximation to real braking 

condition.  

• Good understanding in real braking phenomenon will helps a lot to undergo in 

this study.  

• More case should be made and more uncertainty should be considered. This 

really helpful in improving the brake design and performance and enhance the 

safety.  

• The analysis method can be reduced to two-dimensional analysis without 

affecting the results obtained in three-dimensional method because it less time 

consuming in two-dimensional analysis.    
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APPENDICES 

 

1)  Sample Calculation: 

 

Initial velocity , U = 120 km/h 

    = 120 x 1000 / 3600  

   =  33.333 m/s2 

 

Final velocity, V = 0 km/h 

     

Deceleration, D or a  = 0.3 g 

   = 0.3 x 9.81 

   = 2.943 m/s2 

  

Tire dia, Dtire

41.4
943.2

12.98060
=

−
−

=
−

=
a

uvt

  = (175*0.7/1000+0.5*13*2.54/100) x 2 

   = 0.5752 m 

 

Time taken for car braking condition,  sec 

 

Pad contact area, 004.0
180

0171.060224.0
180

=
×××

=×=
πθπ

pad
disc

friction WDA m

13.45
5752.0

9806.1222
0 =

×
==

tyreD
uω

2 

 

Initial angular velocity of disc,  rad/s 

 

Angular acceleration of disc, 233.10
5752.0

943.222
=

−×
==

tyreD
aα  rad/s2 
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Angular velocity of next pad movement, 

( ) 892.44
180
60233.10213.452

5.0
25.02

01 =





 ××+=+=

ηαθωω rad/s 

 

Time interval between pad movement, 0233.0
233.10

13.45892.4401 =
−

−
=

−
=∆

α
ωωt  sec 

 

Heat energy absorbed by disc brake, 

 
( )

( )
kJ

vumTQ

46607.0
9121.129806.125535.05.095.0

5.095.095.0
22

22

=
−×××=

−×××==∆

  

 

Heat flux applied on contact area, 

5004.2
21000004.00233.0

46607.0
2

=
×××

=
∆
∆

=
frictiontA
Qq  MW/m2 
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   2)  Disc brake and brake pad drawing using CATIA V5 R14 
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  3) Kinematics Calculation Using Microsoft Excel 
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4) FYP Gantt Chart 
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